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The strong stability problem for a machine A and some behavioral 
equivalence =- is to characterize the input symbol transition matrices 
of all machines A'  formed from the input symbol transition matrices 
of A such that from any initial distribution A =- A'. The strong 
stability problem is studied herein for the behavioral equivalences 
----x (indistinguishability) and ---~ (N-moment equivalence). The 
concepts of strong stability transformation and error matrix are 
introduced to formalize the perturbations which are allowed in the in- 
put symbol transition matrices. Necessary conditions for the ex- 
istence of any strongly stable transformations are studied using the 
concept of invariant error matrix. A strong stability transformation 
T is called "eigenstate behavior preserving" for an equivalence --- if 
for any distribution v over the states of A and any input symbol x 
(non-null) such that v.A(x) = v, we have the trajectory of dis- 
tributions {v.T[A(xT)]}, r = 1, 2, . . .  in A'  equivalent by -= to v in 
Aq It is shown that strong stability transformations for ---r and 
----z¢ are eigenstate behavior preserving. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this paper is to study formally changes tolerated in the 
switching of a machine which do not change its behavior. Using a proba- 
bil istic sequential  machine as a formal model, the effect of switching is 
embodied in the transi t ion matr ices associated with the input  symbols. 
Consequent ly,  this paper  deals with the perturbat ions  in the transi t ion 
matr ices which do not change the behavior  of the machine. Character iz ing 
such perturbat ions  for a specific machine with given behavioral  equiva- 
lenee is f requent ly  called a "stab i l i ty  problem".  
The first probabi l ist ie machine stabi l i ty  problem was introduced by  
Rab in  [7]. Differing with Rabin,  in this paper  will be studied "strong 
stabi l i ty  problems" which are defined from all init ial  d istr ibut ions rather  
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than a fixed initial state. Interpretations of these two types of stability 
problems will be considered in Section IV. 
The probabilistic sequential machine model to be used in this paper has 
previously appeared in Page [5]. We briefly summarize here the basic 
definitions of that paper. 
DE~INITIO~ 1. A probabilistic sequential machine. 
A = ( I ,S ,Z ,A(a) :a  E Z ,F ,O) ,  
where 
I: an n-component probability vector, the initial distribution over 
states. 
S: set of state vectors ={S 1 -- (1,0, . . .  ,0),  . . .  ,Sn = (0, . . .  , 1)}. 
Z: input alphabet set. 
A (a) : n X n transition matrix for input symbol a. A (a)~-k is the 
probability of a transition from state j to state k v ia input symbol ~. 
F: output vector, an n-component column vector whose entries are 
real numbers. Fi is the output from state Si. 
O: output function O(Si) = Si.F = Fi (where • denotes vector- 
matrix multiplication). 
Where clear in context, some parts of the formal definition will be 
omitted when specifying a particular machine. 
A probabilistic sequential machine operates as follows. The machine is 
known to be initially in some distribution I over the states. The reader 
may imagine that an output has occurred, but that it has terminated prior 
to our examination ofthe machine. (Such is the case for a computer whose 
printed output has been taken away by a previous user). An input sym- 
bol a from the alphabet Z is put into the machine, causing a state transi- 
tion according to the transition law given by the matrix A (~). The 
machine randomly enters some new states with distribution I.  A (~) and 
an output Fs occurs. Sequences of inputs cause sequences of transitions. 
For a sequence or string x = ~1 • • • at, the transition matrix A (x) is the 
product of the transition matrices of the symbols of x in the order of their 
appearance, i.e., A (x) = A (~1)" A (~2) . . . . .  A(zr). After receipt of the 
input sequence x started from initial distribution I, the machine is in a 
state with distribution I*A (x). We have not included a state transition 
function in Definition 1, since it is implicitly defined by the symbol 
transition matrices and matrix multiplication. 
Note the p.s.m, so defined is a Moore-type sequential machine because 
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its real valued output is controlled only by the internal states. The transi- 
tion laws associated with the inputs make the state behavior of such a 
machine a discrete time, stationary, finite state stochastic process. The 
output of a p.s.m, is, hence, a real valued function of the state space of 
such a stochastic process. Consequently, the results for p.s.m.'s are also 
results in the theory of such stochastic processes. 
An analogous (Mealy-type) p.s.m, whose present symbolic output de~ 
pends on both the present input and present state can be defined and is 
the model used by Carlyle (1961). However, the well-known correspond- 
ence between S X ~ of the Mealy-type p.s.m, and So l  the Moore type 
p.s.m, shows that the two concepts are interchangeable, so the NIoore- 
type p.s.m, will be emphasized here. In order to convert he stochastic 
sequential machines of Carlyle [2] into the framework of p.s:m.'s, we re- 
gard the real outputs as codes for symbolic outputs. In addition, we need 
to construct the conditional probability matrices A (y/z) (where y is an 
output code and z is an input symbol) from the input transition matrices 
A (¢). Example 1 indicates how this construction is done. 
The probabilistie automata of Rabin [7] are obtained by restricting I 
to elements of S and allowing Fsi to be only 1 or 0 for all Si in S, depend- 
ing on whether Si is or is not a final state. 
EXAMPLE 1. A probabilistie sequential machine A, adapted from the 
example of Bacon [1]. 
A = (I, {~1, ~2}, A (~1), A (~2), F, 0) 
where 
r = (½,½, o ,o )  F= (-i)- 
 (2o4o  3 o 7 3oO ! 
.oo 
The conditional probability transition matrix A (y/z) is defined by 
letting A (y/z)~j be the probability of obtaining a number y as output 
after input of z and transition from state Si to state S~.. Hence, it can be 
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obtained by taking those columns of A (~) corresponding to states whose 
outputs are y or otherwise a zero column. 
So we get: 
A ( -  2/~)  = / .2 .o 
.25 
A (3/~1) = 0 
0 
5 Oo°°i) . 2J ( ° ° i) 06 o81.123 o°° 
(i o° o (i ° '  o°°. o o ) 
The probability that the output sequence y --- yl • • • y~ will occur as a 
result of the input sequence x -~ ~1 • • • ~, in the machine A started from 
initial distribution I will be written PI A (yl . . .  y,/,~l " "  (~,). I t  follows 
from the Markovian nature of the state process that this probability can 
be generated from the respective conditional probability matrices. In 
matrix form we have: 
11\  
Yr / f f l ' ' .  ~r )=I .A (y l / ( r l )  . . . . .  A (y r /~r ) ( i )  " P ia(y l  . . . 
I t  is sometimes convenient to write: 
A (y /x )  = A (y~ . . .  yr/(~ " "  ~,) = A (y, / ,~) . . . . .  A (y~/a~) 
where it turns out that A (y /x) i i  is the probabil ity of moving from state 
Si to state Sj while observing the sequence y as output because of input 
sequence x. 
Then we obtain the simpler form: 
PI'~(Y/X) = I 'A (y /x )  ( i ) .  
II. NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS 
With regard to subscripts, state Si is identified with the vector 
" ~" 1 /0 ,  (0, . . .  , . . -  , 0). We use .4 (x)~ to mean the i-th row of the matrix 
A (x) and .4 (x) ~ will mean the i-th power of the matrix A (x). The fol- 
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lowing notational identities are used: 
SI.A (x).F = A (x)~.F = [A (x).F],. 
When necessary, identifying superscripts or subscripts will be added to 
basic symbols, e.g., F B is the output vector of machine B. 
If Z is an alphabet, all sequences of length r are denoted by (Z)r. 
Following the conventions of automata theory, given an alphabet Z, 
Z* denotes the set of all finite sequences (or strings or tapes as they are 
often called) of symbols from Z. 
Multiplication of matrices is indicated by " . "  or justaposition. Conca- 
tenation between strings will be indicated by juxtaposition. The exponen- 
tial notation on strings will be used to indicate repetition, i.e., 
x ~ = x • • • x times. The length of a string x is the length of the sequence 
of symbols which it denotes and is written lg. (x). 
Hence, if x and y are strings: lg. (xy) = lg. (x) + lg. (y) and lg. (x ~) 
= n lg. (x ) .  
An abstract machine (a machine with no initial distribution specified) 
will be indicated by leaving blank where the initial distribution should go 
in the definition of the machine, e.g., 
A = (, Z ,A(~) :~ C Z, F, 0). 
A machine A, either abstract or with initial distribution specified, 
started from some particular distribution I over the states will be written 
(I, A). When clear in context, ({vl, .. • , Vr}) will mean the space spanned 
by the set of vectors {vl, " "  , vr}. A superscript "+"  attached to a set 
of vectors means the convex closure of the set. For instance, S + is the 
set of all probability vectors over S. 
I I I .  BASIC BEHAVIORAL EQUIVALENCES BETWEEN PROBABIL IST IC  
SEQUENTIAL  MACHINES 
Any equivalence which holds between two p.s.m.'s must abstract cer- 
, ta in  features of their behavior. Indeed, if we were experimenting with 
two identical machines we would need to overlook certain random dis- 
agreements in their behavior in order to call them equivalent. The 
equivalences between machines considered below each involve certain 
parameters ofperformance. In any real situation, the parameters may not 
be estimated with unlimited precision. However, this difficulty will be 
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ignored since it is always inherent in applied mathematics and not rele- 
vent to the problems to be considered here. 
In what follows, it will be convenient to define certain properties of 
several behavioral equivalences. To accomplish such definitions com- 
pactly, the symbol "~"  will be used to denote a behavioral equivalence 
variable whose range is specified in context. 
A basic parameter of a probabilistie machine is the expected value of 
output for an inpu t sequence. If the p.s.m, is the model of a slot-machine 
the expected value of output upon termination ofthe input sequence x is 
the expected payoff after the sequence terminates. It follows from the 
discussion in Section I that this expectation is just I.A (x).F. 
DEFINITION 2. The expected value of output for input sequence x of 
machine A will be written: E~ (x) = I.A (x).F 
EXAMPLE 2. For the machine A of Example 1, we have: 
= 1 .8 .  
A basic equivalence to consider is when the expected outputs of two 
machines agree for all input sequences. 
DEFINITION 3. Probabilistic sequential machines A and A' are ex- 
pectation equivalent, written A =-- EA ' if E ~ (x ) = E A,(x)Vx in ~*. 
Probably more important than expected output for the reliability of a 
computing machine is the variance of its output. That is, with a uniform 
distribution of errors, we would expect E~ (x) to be very close to the out- 
put code which x was designed to cause as output. For a perfectly reliable 
computing machine the variance of the output code would be zero. Of 
course, other higher central moments are important in analyzing the 
behavior of a random variable. So it is natural to introduce an equivalence 
between machines based on equality of the first N central moments. 
Note that the r-th central moment of the output of input x will be written 
~ (x). 
By definition 
,a  (x) = E({O[rpa (x)] -- Ea (x)}r), 
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where rpA (x) is the state response to input sequence x [a random variable 
with distribution I .A (x)] and 0 is the output function of A. 
DEFINITION 4. Probabilistic sequential machines A and A' are N- 
moment equivalent, written A ~N A t if for all x in Z* 
~ (x) = ~.~, (x), 
A t ~ (x)  = ~ (z ) ,  
A p ~A (x) = ~ (z). 
The equivalence of Carlyle [2], - r ,  is obtained by the stronger condi- 
tion that the machines must appear identical with respect to probabilities 
of output sequences given input sequences. Regarding machines A and 
A' as black boxes, A --I A r holds means that A and A' are indistinguish- 
able, so we will call the equivalence --z, "indistinguishability". 
DEFINITION 5. Machines A and A ~ are indistinguishable, written 
A' ~' * Y* A ---- ~ if P i  ~ (y/x) = Pr, (y/x)Vx in ~ , Vy in where Y is the set 
of outputs. 
The last basic equivalence which will be considered in this section is a 
variant of the equivalence of Rabin [7]. It  differs from the others pri- 
marily in that it has convex rather than linear constraints. 
DEFINITION 6. Given a probabilistic sequential machine A, the set of 
tapes (input sequences) accepted by A with cutpoint ~ is T(A, ~) = 
{x in Z*:E,(x) _-> ~}. 
This definition generalizes the one used by Rabin in that an expectation 
of output rather than probability of tape acceptance is compared to a 
threshold ~. In order to obtain a system like Rabin's which has a set of 
final states F, we set: 
F i=  1 if SiN F 
= 0 i f  S i~ l  :~ 
In this case the column vector F is the same as Paz's #F [6]. The 
expectation Ea (x) becomes the probability of tape acceptance. A super- 
ficial difference, between this definition of T (A, },) and the one used by 
Rabin and Paz, is that this one has closed constraints while they use 
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open constraints, i.e., they define: 
T(A ,  = {x:I.A (x), > x}. 
We are now ready to define tape equivalence of machines. 
DEFINITION 7. Machines A and A I are tape equivalent, written 
A ~-r A', if for a particular k and ~', T (A, k) = T (A', k'). 
Turakainen [9] has recently shown that one can construct a ma- 
chineA" fromA'with one more state such that T(A",  k) = T(A' ,  ~') 
for any ~ and k'. Hence, in some instances in the study of tape equivalence 
it may be assumed that ~ = k' in the definition. 
IV. STRONG STABILITY TRANSFORMATIONS 
Suppose we have some behavioral equivalence ~ on probabilistic 
machines. The stability problem is to characterize the changes allowed in 
the input transition matrices of A producing a machine A' so that we 
have A ---- A', i.e., the behavior is unchanged. Such a perturbation i  
switching might, for instance, approximate he aging of a real machine or 
the inherent randomness of mass production. 
An alternative statement of the problem is the following. For an arbi- 
trary machine A, characterize those members A' of the -----equivalence 
class of A such that I = I' and F = Y'. Some results which are valid for 
the -r-stabil ity problem have been obtained by Rabin [7], Paz [6] and 
Flaehs [3], although a general solution has n~t been reported. 
The author has studied a more constrained form of the stability prob- 
lem for -- N, (~ E ), and --- r which we will call the strong stability problem. 
When interpreted in terms of digital computers, the strong stability 
problem seems to have more importance than the stability problem. All 
the fantastic differences in behavior of a digital computer caused by 
different stored programs can be tersely depicted in the p.s.m, model 
as differences of initial state. The stability problem above interpreted 
in terms of digital computers, requires that A' (say the machine A be- 
comes after aging) be behaviorally equivalent to A for just one stored 
program (initial state). Indeed, if that particular initial state happens 
to correspond to the maintenance program, then the stability problem 
gives us the customer engineer's notorious definition of computer e- 
liability. On the other hand, strong stability will correspond to what the 
users of a computer would like as a definition of reliability, namely all 
programs run on A' the way they ran on A according to the behavioral 
criterion ----. 
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DEFINITION 8. Machines A and A' are strongly =--stable, if for every 
initial distribution I in 8 +, (I, A) - ([, A') and F = F'. 
This is indeed a very strong requirement, differing from the stability 
problem in the universal quantification of initial distributions. When A 
and A' satisfy Definition 8, we sometimes say that A' is a strongly stable 
perturbation of A. For - ~, - ~, and - ~ the initial distribution I may 
be restricted to members of 8. However, this simplification is not possible 
for ~ ~.. 
The main concept in characterizing the strongly stable perturbations of 
a transition matrix of a symbol is that of the strong stability transforma- 
tion. 
DEFINITION 9. T is a strong stability transformation for behavioral 
equivalence --- and machines A and A ~ if T maps the semigroup (A (Z*), • } 
into the semigroup (A' (Z*), .} such that A - A'. 
When a strong stability transformation T is applied to symbol 
matrices, we obtain by definition: 
T[A(a)] = A ' (~)~ E ~. 
Let 
but 
x = ~1"'" up as E Z:j = 1, 2, . . . ,p ;  
A'  (x) = A' (al)A' (a2) . . .  A'  (a~), 
since A' is a machine. Hence, T must be a monoid homorphism preserv- 
ing the monoid operation matrix multiplication. 
T[A(aI . . .  ~)]  = T[A (a~).A (~2) . . . . .  A (a~)] 
= T[A (~)]. T[A (a2)] . . . . .  T[A (a~)]. 
TEEOaE~ 1. The most general form of stability transformation is
T[A(x)] = A(x) + E~x E E*, 
where Ex is an n X n "error matrix" with ~-~.~=~ (E~)ik = 0 and 
1_-> A(x)~k+ (Ex)~k => 0 for i=  1, 2, . . . ,n .  
Proof. Given a machine A and any stable perturbation 
A'= T(A) ,  
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star t  each machine in the states Sl  = (1, 0, • • • , 0),  • • • ,  Sn = (0, • • • 
0, 1), respectively.  
Let  
S1.A (x) - SI[TA (x)] = - (e~, . . .  , e~)  
: : : : : 
Sn.A  (x) --  Sn[TA (x)] = - (e~l, " ' "  , e~nn). 
Any init ial  d istr ibut ion v is a convex combinat ion of the above basis state 
vectors. Let  us call E~ = [-e~i] which is uniquely determined.  The dif- 
ference in d istr ibut ions over the states from any init ia l  d istr ibut ion ~r can 
be obta ined by  ~r(E~) = ~A (x) - ~T[A (x)]. 
Both  T[A (x)] and A (x) are stochastic,  so summing over the rows 
j f f i l  J=!  j f f i l  
0=~ ~ e j .  
]ff i l  
' ~ > 0 the other par~ is establ ished. Since 1 > [_4 (x)]~i = A (x)~i + e  =
We sometimes call an error matr ix  an "error  pat tern . "  Computat ion  of 
the error matr ix  for a str ing x f rom the error matr ices of the symbols of 
x is st ra ightforward as given by  the next  result. 
THEOreM 2. Let T :A  --> A' be a strong stability transformation and let 




E~ = ~I  [A (aj) -~ E~] - A (x). 
j= l  
E~ = A ' (x )  -- A (x )  
= A ' (~ I . . .  ~)  - A (x )  
= A'  (al) . . .  A'  ((T~) -- A (x) 
k 
= IX [A (a¢) + E~¢] -- A (x). 
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COROLLARY 1. Let T:A --~ A' be a strong stability transformation. Then 
the error matrix for xz is specified by the error matrices for x and z by 
Ex~ = E~A (z) + A (x)E~ + E~E~ x E Y,* ~ E ~. 
The previous two results taken together tell us that the most general 
form of strong stability transformation is uniquely determined by the 
error matrices of the symbols together with the set {A (z)}. 
Error matrices for the equivalences defined in the previous ection are 
now characterized. 
V. STRONGLY STABLE MACHINES FOR ---~, ---~, AND ----B 
Let us first consider indistinguishability - - i .  As one might expect, 
those machines which are indistinguishable with respect o every initial 
state haveclosely related symbol matrices, i.e., restricted error matrices. 
THEOREM 3. A' is a strong ~ t-stable perturbation of A if there exists a 
0 subspace V cc__ ker such that 
(i) A' (y/a) = A (y/a) + H(yl~) where (H(~I~))~ E V, i = 1, 2, . . .  , n 
(ii) V.A(y /z )  c Vfora l ly  E Y, zE  ~. 
Proof. (necessity). 
S iA(y /a ) ( i )=  S iA ' (y /z ) ( i  ) rye  Y, VzC  Z, 
hence, 
i = 1,2, . . .  ,n  
) 
The solution of the above equation is a particular solution plus a ker- 
nel: 
A'(y/z)  = A(y/(r)-~-H(~/~)where H(~I~(~= (~.  
\ i1 \o l  
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Howeve r , 
where 
Hence, 
Vyl, y2 E Y, 
A' (y~y2/a~a~) = A (y~y2/o-~a2) + H~, 
(i) H2 = H(yil,~)A(y2/(T~) + H' 
O= Hi~,pA(y~/o '~) ( i )+O,  
(i) Vyl , y2 E Y V,~I , ~ E Y~ i.e., H(~I/,1)A (y2/~2) C ker 
(Sufficiency). 
Va l  , ~ E Y,; 
Let y = yl. • .y,:y~ E Y be any sequence of outputs and x = ~1 • "" 
~:~ E ~ any sequence of inputs. 
A' (y/x) = II~=l [A (y,/a,) + H(y,l,,)] 
= A (y /x )  -{- A (yl . . .  y,-1/~i . . .  (~,_I).H(~,~,o,) 
-t- " "  -l- H(~II~,)A (y2 "'" yJa~ . . .  a,) 
= A(y /x )  + " "  -[- {""  [H(v~I~,)A(y~/,7~)]"" A(y,/a,)} 
.= A (y/x) + H' 
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w ore  r  kor(i ) 
Hence, 
) QED 
By substituting A (x) for A (y/x) and ker (Fr), r = 1, . . . ,  N, for 
ker in the proof of Theorem 3, a proof (similar to the proof of The- 
orem 2.5 of Page [5]) of the following result is obtained for --=~ and the 
special ease -- E.  
THEOREM 4. A' is a strong --N perturbation of A iff there exists a sub- 
N space V c nr=l ker (F r) such that 
(i) At(z) = A(z)  + H~where (H~)i E V, i = 1, 2, . . .  ,n. 
(ii) V. A (z) c V for all z C ~. 
EXAMPLE 3. We extend Example 1 to show how the above condition 
can be used to obtain all error matrices for -~ .  The subspace 
({ (1, -1 ,  0, 0), (0, 0, 1, -1)}} = V is invariant under the conditional 
transition matrices, i.e., V.A (y/z) ~ V Vy in Y Vz in ~. Also V is 
0. 
We find E<~/~) whose rows are in V, which is the maximal subspaee 
satisfying both conditions of Table I for ---~. 
Writing Vl -- (1, -1 ,  0, 0) and v 2 -- (0, 0, 1, -1 ) ,  all error matrices 
which lead to strong ----Fstable modifications are characterized by 
/pl vl + p2 v2\ /q~ vl + q2 v2\ 
= |p~v~ + p~v2] = |q~vl + q~v~.| 
E~ \p~vl-~ psv2] Eo~ \qsvl + q6vg.]' 
\pTvl ~ psv2/ \qTvl ~- qsv~/ 
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TABLE I 
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ERROR MATRICES FOR --~-~I , --~N , AND ~---E~PROVlDED 
BY THEOREM 3 AND THEOREM 4. 
Stability Class Condition on Error Matrices 
=-r A'(y/a) + H(uI,) V D_ ({H(u/~)~:i = 1,2, . . .  , n, y E Y, o" E ~}) 
V .A(y /a )  C:: V C:ker ( i )  
-~,r A'(~) = A(~) + H ,  
-~E A'(a) -- A(a) + H, 
V ::::) ({(H~)~:i = 1, 2, . . .  , n ;a  E ~}) 
VA (~) C V C 17 r~l ker (F0 
V:::) ({(H~)~:i = 1,2, . . -  ,n ;~ E ~,}) 
VA (a) C V C ker (F) 
where 
- - .2  =< pl_-< .2 - - .3 =< ql =< 0 
- - .3  =< p2= < .3 - - .7  < q2= < 0 
0 = < p3 = < .4 0 = < q3 = < .3 
0<= p4-<_ .6 0 =< q4 = < .7 
- - .4  _ - P6 = < .1 - - .08 = < q5 = < .12 
- - .4  = < P6 = < .1 - - .32  = < q6 = < .48 
- - .25 = < P7 = < .25 - - .06 = < q7 = < .14 
- - .25 =< p8 = < .25 - - .24 _-< qs _- < .56. 
EXAMPLE 4. Us ing the same method as that  of Example  3, we obta in  
. ! 
the  fol lowing st rong --  E-stable pa i r  of machines.  A was selected f rom the 
whole cont inuum class of equ iva lent  machines  so that  the t rans i t ion  
matr ices of A '  have  as many zeros as  possible not  corresponding to those 
of A.  Hence,  the posit ion of the zeros of the t rans i t ion  matr ices is not  an  
impor tant  factor  in the s tudy  of - -  ~ or -= ~. 
A = (I, A (0 ) ,  A (1) ,  F> and  A '  = <I, A ' (0 ) ,  A ' (1 ) ,  F ' )  (1o0) 
A(0) '  ½ ¼ ~ A(1)  
o-~ 
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A'(O) = 0 } A'(1) = - 0 - 
These machines are expectation equivalent from any initial probability 
distribution, I over the states. 
As would be expected, the strong stability problem for tape equiva- 
lence ----7 yields far less complete results. The following can be obtained 
using a form of Farkas' Lemma, (Page, [4]). 
TEEOREM 5. Let A and A' be probabilistic sequential machines with cut- 
points ~ and hr respectively such that the input transition matrices A (a ) 
and A' (~ ) are nonsingular for all ~ in ~. 
A and A t are strongly =-- r-stable, if and only i], V x in E*. 
n {I C S+:I¢ > X} = A {I C S+:I¢ > X'} 
¢: ¢: 
¢ E KiA (x)-l, F]  ¢ C K (A' (x)-l, F') 
where K[A (x ) -1, F] = {All column vectors ¢ : A (x )-1¢ > F} and S + =con- 
vex closure of S = Set of all n-component probability vectors. 
In summary, the solution of the strong stability problem has been 
shown equivalent to the computation of certain invariant subspaces for 
---- E, ~ N, and -- z • Theorem 5 provides ome progress for --- r for which 
the computation i volves convex sets. 
VI. INVARIANT ERROR MATRICES 
Table I shows that the rows of each error matrix come from a particular 
invariant subspace. The role of the output is determined by the type of 
equivalence. Since the existence of such invariant subspaces i a neces- 
sary condition for such equivalences, results will be proved about such 
subspaces without considering whether they are contained in the kernel 
corresponding to a specific output. 
DEFINITION 10. H~ is an invariant error matrix of symbol ~ of machine A
if there is a stochastic matrix A' (a) such that 
(i) A r(a) = A(a) - t -H ,  and (H~)~E V i= 1 ,2 , . . .  ,n.  
(ii) There is a subspace V such that V.A  (~) ~ V for all ~ C Z. 
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If there is at least one symbol ~ such that H~ ~ 0 then there is a 
machine A' with no output specified such that A (~) ~ A' (~). In some 
cases there will be no nontrivial invariant error matrices and hence, no 
other machines with the same number of states in the equivalence class 
for any equivalence which depends on an output kernel. 
The simplest invariant subspaces are those of dimension one. Most of 
the results of this section will deal with such one dimensional invariant 
subspaces. Recall that a vector v is an eigenvector of matrix A with 
eigenvalue ~if v.A = ~,v. I t  is clear that a one dimensional subspace in- 
variant under a linear transformation is just all the multiples of an 
eigenveetor f the transformation. 
DEFINITION 11. H, is an eigenerror matrix for symbol ~ of machine A if 
Definition 10 holds with the subspace V of part (i i)being one-dimen- 
sionM. 
Some symbol matrices give rise to nonzero eigenerrors while other 
symbol matrices have only the trivial zero eigenerror. A theory which 
would characterize the existence or nonexistence of nontrivial eigen- 
errors from elementary properties of the symbol matrices must involve 
the cyclic structure of the matrices. The next few results deal with 
certain important transition matrices which help to show the scope re- 
quired of a general theory. 
THEORE~ 6. Probabilistic sequential machine A has nontrivial eigen- 
error matrices for every symbol ~ if there is a vector v ~ 0 such that 
(i) vA (u) = ),~v V ~ C Z. 
(ii) ~-~.i~1 vi = 0. 
(iii) There exist constants K(i, ~) not all equal to zero for any 
such that 1 => A (~)~: + K~i.~.v~. => 0Vv  E Z 
Proof. Construct 
He = K(I(). 
v 
K¢~.~) v II 
A(cr)i~ + (H~)i~ = A' (a)is. 
A' (a) is a stochastic matrix because of (ii) and (iii) above. Furthermore: 
H~-A(at )  = / ~1"K(l '~)v for all as, at E ~, 
/ 
l k~ .K(.,~ 2) v 
i.e., (H,,)~ E V = <v) and [(H~)A (~)]~ E V i = 1, 2, . . -  , n. 
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Consequently, by (iii) H~ ~ 0 for any a. All H,  :a C Z are invariant 
error matrices and are one-dimensional by construction. 
Theorem 6 provides a simple method for constructing stable perturba- 
tions of some machines. Indeed, it was this result which was used to con- 
struct the example in this paper. 
Cycles are one of the most important features of the state behavior 
of machines. The next theorem, with the aid of the following lemma, 
shows that a symbol which causes a deterministic cycle of all the states 
may possess only the trivial zero eigenerror matrix. On the other hand, 
Example 6 shows that symbols causing deterministic cycles which do not 
involve all the states may have nontrivial eigenerror matrices. 
LEMMA 1. Let P be an n X n permutation matrix corresponding to a 
cyclic permutation d of the indices of the states. The only nontrivial real 
eigenvectors of P are 
v = (v l , ' " ,v l )  if ~p = +1 
and 
v = (v l , -v l , . . . ,  v l , -v l )  i f  ~p =-1  and n is even. 
Proof. Since P is a permutation matrix, the real eigenvalues of P are 
+1 and -1 .  
Case I. ~ = +1.  
v(P)  r = v r = 1, 2 , . . . ,n+ 1, 
which gives 
Vi -- Vd(i) ~ VdS(i) . . . . .  Vdn( i  ) ~ Vi  i ---~ i, 2, " ' "  ,n .  
For each k = 1, 2, . - .  , n there is some j such that di(i) = k hence, 
V 1 ~ V 2 ~ . . .  V n . 
Case I I .  ~v = - 1. 
v(P)  r = (--1)rv r = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n+ 1, 
i . e . ,  
V~ = Va(~) ---- Va~(1) . . . . .  ( - -1 )~Vd~( i )  = V i .  
If n is odd we get vl = -v' i  = 0. But if n is even, 
V = (V 1 , - -V  1 ~ ""  • ~ V 1 ~ - -V1) .  Q.E.D. 
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We see in the next Theorem that stability transformations based on 
eigenerrors can not alter certain matrices. 
THEOREM 7. Let A be a machine with 3 states or more, possessing a 
symbol u such that A ( Q ) is a cyclic permutation of all the states. Then A (a) 
has no (nontrivial) eigenerror matrix. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that A (u) has eigenerror matrix H, . 








. : 0 . * V 
In order for H, to be nonzero, we require some dir # 0 and 
v z (0, . . . ) 0). 
If (H,)i is invariant under each symbol matrix, it is also invariant 
under A (g ) : 
(H,)iA(a) = di(vA(a)) = d&v 
That is, v is an eigenvector of A (u). But by Lemma 1, and only non- 
trivial real eigenvectors of A (g) are 
v = (Vi ) - - * , vi> if k, = 1, 
v’ = (VI ) -vi ) . * * ) VI ) -vi) if X, = -1 and n is even 
The vector v can not serve as an eigenerror since for constant c 
The vector dilV’ has n/2 negative components if v, # 0 and dip # 0. 
Hence, adding this nonzero vector to row i’ of A(u) causes at least 
n/2-1 negative entries in the corresponding row of A’(u) so that A’(u) 
is not stochastic, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
A symbol which causes cycles whose lengths are shorter than the 
number of states may possess nontrivial eigenerrors as is shown by the 
following example. 
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EXAMPLE 5. Let 
(o 0 
A@) = 1 ~ C ~ Xl = 1, X2 = 1, X3 = -1 .  
0 
Let the subspace associated with 1 be U~, with. - 1 be U_, . 
U1 = {v:v - (vl ,  -v~,  +v l )} ,  
U_I = {v:v = (vl,  0, -vD}.  
For rows 1 and 3 there are no eigenerrors from the space U1. However, 
there can be eigenerrors from the space U_~. 
ul = (pl, 0, -p l ) ,  1 => pl _>- 0 
is by definition an eigenerror for row 1 and -c .u l  is an eigenerror for 
row3,0  <- c -< 1. 
On the other hand, 
u2 C U+~:u2 -= ("t-p2, - -2.p2, p.~), ½ >_- p2 _-> 0 
is an eigenerror pattern for row 2. 
However, U1 N U-1 = { (0, 0, 0) } as is the case in general for the spaces 
associated with eigenvectors of different eigenvalues. Hence, we can have 
eigenerror patterns of both 
A ' (z )  = A(z)  -t- 
A'(~) = A(~) + 
and 
(: o: )o 
\ - -Cpl  0 cp~ / 
l>p~>O= = 
--2.p2 ~ = = 
0 
Note that the fixed point $2 can be perturbed by the eigenvector be- 
longing to the positive eigenvalue. 
VII. STABIL ITY  TRANSFORMATIONS WHICH PRESERVE THE 
BEHAVIOR OF EIGENSTATES 
Suppose the stochastic matrix A (~) has stochastic eigenvector v~. 
Let T:A  --) A ~ be a stability transformation. The stochastic eigenvector 
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V~ of A (~) is effectively mapped into some other vector 
! l v~, i.e., v,r[A (~)] = v , .  
Thus while machine A stays in distribution v, for input sequences 
2 3 • ! • ~, ~, ~, -. • , machine A will travel through a trajectory of distributions 
v~. T[A (r)] ,  r = 1, 2, . . . .  Only for certain types of behavioral equiva- 
lences between machines can A and A' be equivalent, i.e., the behavior 
• f r of the trajectory v~A (~) :r = 1, 2, • • • must be equivalent to that of the 
distribution v~. Let us formalize this concept. 
DEFINITION 12..A stochastic vector v, is an eigenstate for input ~ of 
machine A if v~A (~) = v~ for some ¢ E Z. 
Recall that a machine A started in initial distribution I is written 
(z, a). 
DEFINITION 13. A strong stability transformation T:A --~ A '  is eigen- 
state behavior preserving for behavioral equivalence ---- if for all eigenstates 
I r v, of A (v~,A ' ) - -  (v~A (~) ,A ' )  r = 1 ,2 , . . . .  
THEOI~EU 8. I f  any strong stability transformation T:A ~ A' preserves 
----~,, i.e., A ~-~r T (A ) then T is eigenstate behavior preserving for -~  . 
Proof. 
v~A (~) = v~ 
v~A (~,)~ = v~ = v~A (~) .  
By Theorem 4 and Theorem 2 
where[H(,~)]~C V i=  1 ,2 , - . . ,n  
= v~.A (~rz) + V,.Hc~,,). 
Multiplying by (F ~) :j =< k _< N gives 
v~.A' (a~x) (F ~) = v~.A (a~x) (F ~') + v~- [H(,~) (F~')], 
N since H C V _c f'lk=l ker. (F k) by Theorem 4 
= v,A (~'x) (F ~) 
= [(v~A (a~)]A (x) (F j) 
= v,A (z) (F~). 
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Since ~ A, ~k (x) = #k (x) by Theorem 2, we get for any j < k 
= v~A' (x) (Fs). 
Hence, 
[v~A'(a~)]A'(x)(F s) = v~A'(x)(F j) r = 1, 2, . . .  j =< k =< N, 
! r which gives (v~A (a) ,  A'> --~ (v~, A'}. Q.E.D. 
A' THEOREM 9. I f  any strong stability transformation T:A ---+ preserves 
~r , i.e., A ~ T (A ) then T is eigenstate behavior preserving for -~z. 
Proof. Suppose v~A (a) = vs. 
Let y range over all output sequences of length r; i.e., y E (Y)~. 
v~A' (yw/a~x) = v~[A (yw/a~x) + H'] 
g '  r for all w E y*, x E Z* and some depending on yw and a x. 
Summing over each side 
v~A'(yw/a~x) = ~ [v~A(yw/z'x) -b v~H'] 
yE(F) r yE(Y) r 
v~A'(y/a~)A'(w/x) = ~ [v~A(y/a~)A(w/x) + v~H']. 
yE(y) r  yE(y) r  
Noting that 
since if y = ypy~ 
then 
E 
YpYi E (g)  r 
A (y/a ~) = A (a ~); 
YE(Y)  r 
yi E Y ype (y)~-l, 
A(ypy~/a ~) = ~ A(yp/a ~-1) ~ A(y~/a) 
YpE (y)r--1 yiE  Y 
= ~ A(yp/ar-1)A(a). 
ypE(Y)  ~-1 
Continuing the process (or using a formal induction) we get the result. 
Hence, we obtain IrmA' (a~)]A ' (w/x) = v~A (a')A (a/x) + v~H", 
where 
H" = ~ H' 
ye(y) r  
= vA (a)rA (w/x) -~ v~H" 
= v~A (w/x) + voH". 
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Multiplying by and noting that H is closed under addition, we get 
[v~A'(a~)]A'(w/x) = v~A(w/x) + v~H" 
= v ,A(w/x ) ( i  ) • 
By definition 
A t p~ (w/x). 
But the transformation T is a stability transformation for any initial 
state--which ere implies any initial distribution. 
At  p~ (w/x) = p~, (w/x). 
Hence, 
which means 
2Is AI  PE~'(~')J (w/x) = p,, (w/x), 
(v~A' (~), A ') -~ ~ (v, , A '). Q.E.D. 
VIII. SUMMARY 
The strong stability problem has been reduced to computations of in- 
variant subspaces for -N and ~I .  For --r the problem has been re- 
written in terms of convex sets for the special case of nonsingular t ansi- 
tion matrices. Some necessary conditions for the invariant error matrices 
for the existence of stable modifications ofa machine for ~ and --~ have 
been found. The criterion of being eigenstate behavior preserving has 
been proposed as a condition for stability for behavioral equivalences. It 
has been shown that strong stability transformations are eigenstate be- 
havior preserving for ~ ~ and --z. 
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